Daniel Simons, AIA, LEED AP, is a Principal at David Baker Architects, a progressive architecture firm in San Francisco known for its innovative designs, creative site strategies, and commitment to sustainable and equitable urban environments. Daniel focuses on multifamily housing design, green-building practice, and thoughtful city planning. Recent work includes Lakeside Senior Housing, an award-winning affordable housing project for low-income and formerly homeless seniors in Oakland, California; a partnership with the City of San Francisco to study the effects of state-mandated density increases on the local urban fabric; and assorted publications, presentations, and jury appointments.

Formed by David Baker in 1982, David Baker Architects has a passion for and deep understanding of the power of respectful environments to transform neighborhoods and elevate the lives of individuals and families. DBA designs thoughtful places that allow communities to thrive and that serve as a multiplier of good—that is, that enable or support further engagement, connection, or community benefit.